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Reviewer’s report:

- Minor Essential Revisions

1- table 1: there are 2 tables 1, whom first is not named in the text 2-Figures are not described in a legenda: the images are not very different 3-pag 5 line 17: Described significance of antigliadin antibodies in NCGS is not probable: please write in doubt form 4-Many biblio's voices are too old: it is opportune to limit at 1 or 2 biblio's voices before 2000. Please justified the opportunity if you think necessary

well written and useful review resuming the relationship between these 3 entities clinically not always able to be distinguished. The argument is not new, the synthesis is sufficiently original.

notes:

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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